Baby Puppy Dog
64 Regalshep Tossa

Very Promising

63 Vondoussa Look at Me

Very Promising

61 Shepherd Hill Caan

Promising

62 Shepherd Hill Connor

Promising

Minor dog
GILARISHA INDIGO VALOUR

Very Promising

66 8 mths Large, medium strong dog of very good proportions, good head which is spoilt by a medium eye color, good length
of neck, high wither, firm back, well moulded croup, stands correct in front, good forequarter where the shoulder blade is set
slightly forward placed, the upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hind angulations, moves slightly wide
going with firm hocks, correct coming the elbows need to firm, good ground covering gait where the reach and drive should be
more expansive

ADELORA GAZZA

Very Promising

65 9 mths Medium size, medium strong, well proportion dog, masculine head, slightly short neck, normal wither, firm back,
slightly short but well laid croup, good fore but the upper arm could be longer and better angle, very good hind angulations,
stands correct in front, moves slightly narrow going, hocks yet to firm, correct coming elbows loose, very good movement
where the drive could be more effective.

Puppy Dog
TONAKER BEN DOVER

Promising

67 10 mths upper right p2 missing. Large, medium strong dog of good type, masculine head, good eye colour high withers,
slight nick behind, slightly steep croup, firm back, under chest is slightly short ,very good fore angulation, upper arm should be
better angled, very good hind, correct going hocks need to firm, correct coming elbows to firm, very good far reaching gait
with powerful drive.

Intermediate dog
LEPPSDORF THERA A Z

Very Good

69a 2years Large, medium strong expressive dog of very good type and slightly compact proportions, very good head where
the eye could be darker, slightly short neck, normal wither, slight dip behind, firm back, good length and lay of the croup, very
good fore, upper arm could be slightly longer, very good hind . Chest must not become any deeper, stands correct in front,
correct coming and going, elbows still to firm, good gait where the reach could be more effective.

Open dog
*CH ARKAHLA GONZO A Z C.D. ET.

Excellent

72 5 years Medium size, medium strong dog of very good type, proportions and balance, very good head formation the eye
could be darker, normal wither, firm back, good length of croup which should be slightly less steep, stand correct in front
good fore where the upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hind correct coming and going, good
firmness of hocks and elbows, very good ground covering gait which could have been just slightly more expansive

*REGALSHEP PETER PAN AZ

Excellent

70 2years Just above medium size, medium strong firm and dry dog, not in the best coat condition, strong head, good length
of neck, high wither, slight dip behind, firm back, just slightly short croup, very good forequarter where the upper arm
should be better angled, stands correct in front, very good hind angulation, moved wide going and coming, elbows are
loose. Very good groundcovering gait with strong hind drive and good forehand reach.

*VONDOUSSA GUN S ROSES A.Z.
Very Good
73 2 years 4 months Upper limits of size, the head should be more masculine, high wither, firm back slightly short and steep
croup, good fore where the upper arm should be better angled, very good hind, slightly short under chest. Slightly wide
coming and going, elbows to firm, in movement shows very good drive and good reach.

BABY PUPPY BITCH
78. Darkknight Quesha

Very Promising

80. Vonpeta Champagne

Very Promising

79

Vonpeta Ceeunext Tuesday

Very Promising

75

Vondoussa Lets Elope

Very Promising

82a Seigerheims Marilana

Very Promising

76

Shepherd Hill Cari

Promising

77

Shepherd Hill Cassidy

Promising

81

Tapferherz Cinder

Promising

Minor Bitch
BRUANGIE GOLDEN DUST

Very Promising

83 6 mths Above medium, size medium strong, expressive bitch of very good type and proportions, very good length of neck,
high wither, firm back, very good length and lay of the croup ,very good fore, upper arm could just be better angled, very good
hind angulation ,stands correct in front, correct going, slightly wide coming, hock and elbows to still firm, very good
groundcovering gait with strong drive and the forehand reach could be a little freer.

KUNAMA SHES GOT ISSUES

Very Promising

84 71/2 mths Large strong feminine bitch of very good type, normal wither, firm back, just slightly steep slightly short croup,
good fore where the upper arm could be better and longer, and good hind angulations correct coming and going with slightly
loose elbows, good ground covering movement which should be more expansive. The ears are placed close on the head.

SHEPROSE QUALITY JADE

Very Promising

85 6 mths Large, medium strong bitch of just slightly stretched proportions, good feminine head, normal wither, slight short,
slightly steep croup, good fore where the upper arm should be better angled ,good hind where the upper and second thigh
should be longer, stands correct in front, correct coming and going ,with hock and elbows yet to firm, in movement both the
reach and drive should be more effective.

Puppy Bitch
TONAKER BIAANCA BELL

Very Promising

87 10 mths Large medium strong, feminine bitch of very good type, the eyes could be slightly darker, high wither, firm back
which is slightly peaked, a slightly short steep croup, very good fore where ideally the upperarm should be better angled, very
good hind, stands correct in front, correct coming and going where ideally the hocks and elbows should be firmer, very good
ground covering gait where ideally the back ligament should remain firmer, ideally the colouration on the saddle should be
stronger.

LLACFARRA HOLLY

Very Promising

86 11 mths Well above medium size, medium strong, feminine bitch, very good head and expression, high wither, firm back,
slightly short but well molded croup, good fore where the upper arm could be better angled and a little longer, good hind
where the lower thigh should be longer, moves wide at the rear, correct coming both hocks and elbows still to firm good
ground covering gait where the drive should be more effective.

Junior Bitch
ARKAHLA LIMERICK A Z

Very Good

91 13 mths A bitch on the upper limits of size, medium strong ,expressive bitch of very good type and proportions, very good
length of the neck, high wither, slight nick behind, firm back, croup is of good length but slightly steep ,very good fore and
hind, stands correct in front ,correct coming and going, slightly infirm elbows, firm hocks, very good ground covering gait
during movement the ears should remain firmer

VONPETA AVENUE TOLDHER A Z

Very Good

92 15 mths Well above medium size, medium strong bitch of slightly stretched proportions, normal withers, firm back, just
slightly short, slightly steep croup, very good fore where the upper arm should be longer, she should not become any deeper,
very good hind, stands correct in front, correct coming, slightly wide going ,both hocks and elbows to firm, very good ground
covering gait where ideally the forehand reach should be more expansive.

BRUANGIE DANCING STAR

Very Good

94 14 mths Well above medium size, medium strong feminine bitch of very good type and proportions, very good length of
the neck, normal withers, firm back, slightly short croup, very good top and underline, ideally the upper arm should be better
angled, very good hind ,stands correct in front,. correct coming just slightly wide going, hock and elbows still to firm, shows
very good ground covering gait where the both reach and drive could be more effective.

SHEPROSE PARIS ROSE

Very Good

90 13 mths Large medium strong expressive bitch of very good type and proportions, normal wither, firm back slightly short
slightly steep croup, good fore, where the upper arm should be better angled and slightly longer , slightly short under chest,
good hind, second thigh should be slightly longer, correct coming and going, loose hocks and elbows are yet to firm ,very
good movement where the drive could be slightly more effective. Stands correct in front

VONPETA BIT RITZY A Z

Very Good

93 14 mths Just medium size, medium strong bitch, feminine head and expression, of good proportions, normal withers firm
back ,slightly short and steep croup ,ideally the upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hind, stands correct in
front, correct coming with good elbows connection, moves close behind with slightly loose hocks ,during movement both
reach and drive should be more effective

VONRAUTEN CALLOUT A Z
95 16 mths Well above medium size, strong feminine bitch of very good type, very good head and expression, just slightly
short neck, normal withers, firm back just slightly short croup, upper arm should be slightly better angled and a fraction longer,
ideally the depth of chest should not be come any deeper, very good hind ,stands correct in front, slightly wide going with
loose hocks, correct coming elbows still to achieve final firmness, displays a ground covering gait, however falls slightly on
the forehand

Intermediate Bitch
*BRUANGIE CHINA DOLLA Z

Very Good

98 2 years Large medium strong feminine bitch of very good type and proportions, feminine head where the eye colour
could be darker, normal withers with a slight dip behind, firm back the croup is of good length but slightly steep, very
good underline, the fore angulations could be slightly more pronounce with the upperarm slightly better angled ,very
good hind, ideally the second thigh could be slightly longer, correct coming and going where the hock and elbows
have still to reach final firmness, during movement shows a ground covering gait, however falls slightly on the fore
hand

SAN RANCHO AVRIL A Z

Very Good

97 18mths Well above medium size, medium strong feminine bitch with a very good head and expression, normal withers
with slight dip behind, firm back, just slightly short croup, good fore where the upperarm should be better angled and
slightly longer, good hind where ideally the second thigh should be slightly longer, stands correct in front, correct coming
and going with firm hocks and elbows, good ground covering gait with strong drive, however the reach should be more
effective.

SHEPHERD ANGEL EYES

Very Good

96 19mths Medium size bitch of slightly stretched proportions, ideally the masking on the head should be darker, flat withers,
firm back, slightly short and flat croup, good fore, where the upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hind
,short underchest, shown in poor coat condition, stands correct in front ,correct coming and going where both the elbows and
hocks should be firmer, good ground covering gait where reach and drive should be more effective.

Open Bitch
*TREYSHUTZ TRICK N TREAT A Z

Excellent

515a 2years 9 mths A bitch who stand on the upper limits of size, medium strong feminine head, normal withers, firm back,
slightly short but well laid croup, very good fore with a slightly short underchest, very good hind, stands not quiet correct in
front, just slightly wide coming and going where the elbows need to firm, very good ground covering gait.

*SAGENHAFT MONEYPENNY A Z

Excellent

510 27 mths A bitch standing on the upper limits of size, feminine expressive head ,slightly short neck, high withers
with a slight nick behind, firm back ,well molded but slightly short croup, very good underline, the upperarm is
good length but should be better angled, very good hind ,stands correct in front, moves correct going with firm
hocks, slightly wide coming, with elbows just slightly loose, during movement shows very good ground covering
gait, however, forehand reach should be more expansive.

Excellent
*KEEDARA DEBY DUZ A Z
514 2 years Well above medium size, medium strong substantial bitch of very good type, and proportions, very good feminine
head, normal withers with a slight nick behind, firm back well moulded croup, goodtop and underline, very good fore, where
the upperarm ideally should be longer, very good hind., slightly wide coming and going both hock and elbows to reach final
firmness shows very good ground covering gait with powerful drive
*VONDOUSSA GEORGIE GIRL A Z

Excellent

501 2 .5 years Large, medium strong feminine bitch of good type, very good top and underline, normal withers with slight dip
behind ,firm back, well moulded croup, very good fore where the upperarm ideally should be better angled, very good
hind, stands correct in front, moves correct going, slightly close coming, good firmness of hock and elbows ,very good
ground covering with very good drive, however the ligamintation over the back should remain a little firmer.

*TREYSHUTZ TROUBLENSTRIFE A Z

Excellent

512 Well above medium size, medium strong feminine bitch of very good type and proportions, very good feminine head,
high withers, slight dip behind, firm back, just slightly short but well moulded croup, very good fore where the
upperarm should be slightly longer ,very good hind, stands not quiet correct in front, correct coming and going,
elbows still to firm, during movement shows good ground covering gait with effective reach and drivee expansive.

Excellent
*CH. VONPETA SHEEZA MONA A Z
508 4 years A grey bitch standing on the maximum of size, strong feminine head, normal withers with slight nick behind ,firm
back, good length and lay of the croup, chest is at maximum of depth, the angulation of the upperarm should be slightly longer
and more pronounce, very good hind, stands correct in front, correct coming and going, just slightly loose in elbows, very
good ground covering movement.
*SHEPROSE MISS ABACUS A Z

Excellent

503 .3 years A bitch stands on the absolute limit of size, medium strong ,good head and expression, normal withers, firm back,
very good length and lay of the croup, good fore where the upper arm should slightly be better angled, very good hind, correct
coming and going, firm hocks elbows slightly loose, shows good ground covering gait where reach and drive should be more
powerful

Excellent
*ALDAHOVEN HIGH FIDELITY A Z
513 27 mths broken k9 lower right. Well above medium size, medium strong expressive bitch of very good type, normal
withers, firm back , just slightly short ,slightly steep croup ,slightly short under chest, very good fore where the upperarm
should be slightly longer, very good hind, stands correct in front, moves close behind, correct in front, with just slightly loose
elbows, shows good ground covering gait, however fall on the forehand.

*BRUANGIE AZTEC PRINCESS A Z
Excellent
506 2.5 years Well above medium size, medium strong ,strong substantial bitch, very good head and expression, high withers,
slight nick behind ,firm back, just slightly steep croup, good fore angulations where the upperarm should be slightly longer and
better angled, very good hind, stands correct in front, slightly wide both front and rear, elbows still to firm, good ground
covering gait where both fore and hind reach should be more pronounced. Broken Incissor upper right

*BRUVIC HUMDINGER A Z

Excellent

504 2 .3 Well above medium size, medium strong feminine bitch of very good type, normal withers with slight dip behind,
firm back, slight short steep croup, good fore where the upper arm should be better angled and longer, the pasterns could be
less upright, very good hind, correct coming steps slightly close going, the hock joints to firm, shows good ground covering
gait where the drive should be more powerful. Stands correct in front

*REGALSHEP FIONA PRINCESS A Z

Excellent

505 2 years Above medium size, medium strong expressive bitch of good type, normal withers, firm back, slightly short steep
croup, the under chest could be a fraction longer, good fore where the upperarm should be longer and better angled, very good
hind where the second thigh should be slightly longer, stands correct in front, moves just slightly close coming, correct going,
hock and elbows are firm, during movement shows strong drive and the reach should be more effective.

*CH. GILARISHA CORKA A Z

Very Good

515 4 years Well above medium size, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch with very good head and expression, high
withers, firm back, slightly steep croup of good length, the upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hind,
stands correct in front, correct coming and going where the elbows should be slightly firmer, shows good ground covering
gait, where the forehand reach should be more effective. Shown in slightly heavy condition and the ligamentation of back
should be firmer.

SAGENHAFT EXOCET A Z

Very Good

509 27 mths Well above medium size, just medium strong, feminine bitch, normal withers, firm back, slightly short steep
croup, slightly short underchest, the upperarm should be better angled and longer, very good hind. Shown out of coat, stands
correct in front, correct coming and going, where the elbows should remain firmer, shows good ground covering gait, however
the withers should be carried higher.

.

